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BACKGROUND 

 House Bill (HB) 2298 was passed in the 2021 legislative session giving the Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (the Department) one year to adopt rules and administer a 
program for authorizing voluntary environmental restoration weirs (ERWs) in qualifying 
streams of Eastern Oregon’s closed basins (basins that do not flow to the Pacific Ocean) 
(Attachment 4). 

By statute, qualifying streams must: 

• Be incised or eroded to the extent that the channel bed elevation has been lowered by
two feet or more relative to the ancient floodplain;

• Have an estimated median monthly natural streamflow of less than one cubic foot
per second during at least two months out of the year; and

• Not have had a healthy native migratory fish (NMF) population for at least three
years before the project approval.

Fish passage is required according to the criteria in OAR 635-412-0035 when fish are 
present in the reach, but the ERWs will be exempt from the fish passage requirements for 
streams without current NMF presence. Additionally, the OARs outline requirements for 
fish passage modifications to the ERW if NMF return to the area after the structures are 
built. 

ERWs approved under this program can only be as large as necessary to cause overbank 
flooding onto the ancient floodplain during ordinary high flow events. Applicants will 
coordinate with Oregon Water Resources Department during the application process to 
determine if the project is likely to require a permit and whether injury to water rights is 
likely to occur if the project is implemented. 

ERWs approved under this program will be exempted from removal-fill permits from the 
Department of State Lands and the riparian management requirements established under the 
Oregon Forest Practices Act for planting or removing brush or trees in association with the 
construction of each ERW. 

The draft rules (Attachment 3) will be added to the current Fish Passage Rules, OAR 
Chapter 635 Division 412 and detail the administration of a program to permit the 
construction of ERWs in qualifying streams as required under HB 2298. 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Public involvement associated with the legislative process: 
• Legislative Background:

https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2021R1/Measures/Overview/HB2298

Public process conducted by the Department in developing the rules: 
July 27, 2021 Public Meeting 

Attachment 1

https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2021R1/Measures/Overview/HB2298
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• A subcommittee of six Fish Passage Task Force (FPTF) members met to review the first 
draft of rules. 

• Three members of the public provided comments during the meeting 
• Meeting Minutes 

 
August 10 to August 31, 2021, Public Comment Period 

• Ten written public comments were submitted during this period 
• Public Comments  

 
Sept. 14, 2021 Public Meeting 

• A subcommittee of six FPTF members met to discuss public comments, proposed 
changes to the draft rules, and suggested additional modifications. 

• Two members of the public provided comments during the meeting.  
• Meeting Minutes 

 
November 5 to November 26, 2021, Public Comment Period 

• Six public comments were submitted during this period (Attachment 5) 
 
Dec. 3, 2021 FPTF meeting  

• Seven members of the FPTF reviewed, amended, and approved the draft rules.  
• A public comment period was provided during the meeting. 
•  Meeting Minutes (Attachment 6) 

ISSUE 

Adopt Oregon Administrative Rules for Authorizing Environmental Restoration Weirs 

ANALYSIS 

The proposed rules for ERWs add five sections to OAR Chapter 635 Division 412:  

• 635-412-0045 – Adds definitions specific to environmental restoration weirs  
• 635-412-0050 – Outlines the eligibility criteria for projects planning ERWs  
• 635-412-0055 – Specifies the type of information the Department will require in an 

application for a project involving the construction of ERWs. 
• 635-412-0060 – Specifies the conditions of approval the Department may require for 

an ERW project. 
• 635-412-0065 – Outlines the monitoring and reporting requirements for a project 

owner and for the Department.  

Many aspects of the rules and possible ERW projects were discussed through the rules 
development process, including the two three-week public comment periods, two FPTF 
subcommittee meetings, and at the December FPTF meeting. Two major discussion points 
are presented below. 

1. Section 3 (2) of HB 2298 directs that “The State Department of Fish and Wildlife shall 
adopt by rule and administer a program for authorizing voluntary projects for stream 
restoration and habitat improvement through the construction of environmental 

https://www.dfw.state.or.us/fish/passage/docs/minutes/2021/Meeting%20Minutes%207.27.2021.pdf
https://www.dfw.state.or.us/fish/passage/docs/agenda/2021/All%20Public%20Comments_9.1.2021.pdf
https://www.dfw.state.or.us/fish/passage/docs/minutes/2021/Meeting%20Minutes%209.14.2021.pdf
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restoration weirs.” HB 2298 does not address actions beyond the construction of ERWs, 
including riparian habitat enhancement or restoration of beaver populations.  
 
In HB 2298 Section 2, the Legislative Assembly finds and declares that stream 
degradation, including developing deeply eroded and incised stream channels over the 
last century, has been caused, in part, due to the near eradication of beaver and 
consequently beaver dams, which had the effect of slowing the flow of water and 
causing overbank flooding into adjacent floodplains. The legislative assembly finds that 
ERWs constructed under this program may provide benefits to stream restoration like 
those of beaver dams; however, HB 2298 does not identify beaver restoration as a 
required outcome of projects approved under this program. Therefore, the Department 
drafted these rules explicitly to permit the construction of ERWs in qualifying streams 
and not to address other types of restoration. 
 
Throughout the rule development process, public comments and discussion with the 
FPTF often included recommendations for the rules to require beaver preservation or 
riparian protections such as cattle exclusion. The Department considered these 
recommendations but ultimately drafted the rules for habitat restoration actions specific 
only to the construction of ERWs. Ultimately, the Department crafted the rules so that 
projects approved under this program are specific to construction and maintenance of the 
ERW for restoration of incised or eroded streams. While ERWs could be part of a larger 
beaver habitat or riparian restoration project, actions taken outside of the construction of 
the ERW should be regulated and permitted under existing programs. Thus, approval for 
a project under these rules does not permit or regulate actions taken in-stream or along 
the riparian zone unless specifically associated with the construction of an ERW.  
 

2. Members of the public and the FPTF highlighted the importance of monitoring beyond 
photo point monitoring to assess the success of projects approved under this pilot 
program. HB 2298 allows the Department to require photo point monitoring of ERW 
projects approved under these rules. Additional monitoring is permitted only if a third-
party is chosen by mutual agreement, and monitoring does not result in a financial cost 
to the landowner.  
 
The draft rules include third-party monitoring as an option; however, the Department 
currently does not have the resources to put toward third-party monitoring. While 
additional monitoring on the effectiveness of ERW projects is a goal of the Department 
and may be an option in the future, projects may be approved under this program 
without a plan in place for monitoring beyond photo points. 
 
Staff and members of the FPTF also expressed concern that limiting monitoring to third 
parties at no cost to the landowners would prevent the Department from accessing 
projects to determine if NMF have returned as described in HB2298 Section 2 (5)(b). 
However, the Department still maintains its regulatory authority to inspect artificial 
obstructions to determine if fish passage is required (ORS 509.625). 

The FPTF reviewed public comments, discussed different implementation scenarios, and 
suggested revisions. With proposed amendments, the FPTF found the rules adequate to 
allow the Department to adopt and administer a program for authorizing voluntary 
environmental restoration weirs in qualifying streams as required in HB2298.  
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The FPTF voted 7-0 in support of a recommendation that the Commission adopt the rules as 
amended at the December 3, 2021 FPTF meeting. 

OPTIONS 

1. Approve the proposed rules 

2. Approve the proposed rules with amendments  

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

1. Approve proposed rules as recommended by Department staff and the FPTF Task Force 

DRAFT MOTION 
I move to adopt OAR Chapter 635 Division 635-412-0045 through 635-412-0065 as presented 
in Attachment 3. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon Filing 

 




